Purpose: To develop and assess a full-coverage, sensitivity encoding (SENSE)-accelerated breast high spatial and spectral resolution (HiSS) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) within clinically reasonable times as a potential nonenhanced MRI protocol for breast density measurement or breast cancer screening. Materials and Methods: Sixteen women with biopsy-proven cancer or suspicious lesions, and 13 women who were healthy volunteers or were screened for breast cancer, received 3T breast MRI exams, including SENSE-accelerated HiSS MRI, which was implemented as a submillimeter spatial resolution echo-planar spectroscopic imaging (EPSI) sequence. In postprocessing, fat and water resonance peak height and integral images were generated from EPSI data. The postprocessing software was custom-designed, and new algorithms were developed to enable processing of whole-coverage axial HiSS datasets. Water peak height HiSS images were compared to pre-and postcontrast T 1 -weighted images. Fat suppression was quantified as parenchymal-to-suppressed-fat signal ratio in HiSS water peak height and nonenhanced T 1 -weighted images, and artifact levels were scored.
R
ecently, several groups have tested nonenhanced breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) protocols for lesion detection and classification, [1] [2] [3] [4] and axillary lymph node status determination, 5 with encouraging results. These studies typically combined diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) with T 1 -or T 2 -weighted imaging. Unenhanced high spectral and spatial resolution (HiSS) MRI, a higher-resolution implementation of echo-planar spectroscopic imaging (EPSI), has also been introduced as a lesion classification tool. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] These noncontrast-enhanced methods avoid the expense and potential adverse side effects associated with contrast media injection. In addition, noncontrast imaging has some inherent advantages over use of contrast agents, such as sharper depiction of lesion boundaries without potential blurring caused by contrast agent concentration changes in space and time and susceptibility gradients caused by contrast agents.
14 If noncontrast breast MRI can be obtained with sufficient diagnostic accuracy, it would be an excellent screening modality, especially for women with dense breasts. The lower cost and risk could widen the referral criteria for breast MRI screening, thus benefiting a larger population. In addition, HiSS MRI could provide 3D breast density measurements, not available from conventional mammography. 15 While digital breast tomosynthesis can provide some 3D information, it delivers increased radiation doses. Thus, HiSS MRI emerges as a safer alternative for obtaining 3D breast density measurements, which could be used to assess breast cancer risk or response to preventative hormonal therapy.
HiSS MRI uses the structure of the water resonance as a unique source of MR contrast. 9, 16 HiSS MRI provides spectroscopic images with the spatial resolution of conventional MR images, and with signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) adequate for characterization of water and fat resonance structure, which provides physiological information on a subvoxel level. 10, 11, 17, 18 Noncontrast HiSS can deliver superior anatomic detail with sharper images by eliminating edge blurring due to chemical shift and susceptibility effects. 16, 19 Other advantages include improved fat-suppression, more precisely defined anatomy, and strong T Ã 2 contrast without blurring and artifacts associated with conventional heavily T Ã 2 -weighted images. 19, 20 It has been shown that HiSS MRI performs better than clinical images in terms of lesion conspicuity, margin definition, and internal definition 8 which could ultimately translate into higher specificity for breast cancer detection. Already in the task of discriminating malignant from benign mass lesions, the classification performance based on noncontrast HiSS was similar to that of dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) in several studies, with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) areas under the curve (AUC) ranging between 0.83 and 0.92. 6, 7, 11, 12 In addition, HiSS has the potential to improve breast density measurements, since it is sensitive to small amounts of water in voxels that predominantly contain fat. HiSS fat images also have diagnostic utility. In breast MRI, fat images are often useful in determining lymph node involvement. In standard clinical breast MRI, fat images have to be acquired using an additional MR sequence. HiSS provides both fat and water images simultaneously, with reliable and accurate separation of water and fat signals.
In previous studies, the application of HiSS MRI to whole-breast imaging had been demonstrated at 1.5T, but allowing only for unilateral sagittal imaging with long acquisition times, 4.5-14 minutes per breast. 21 Sensitivity encoding (SENSE)-accelerated HiSS MRI was demonstrated at 1.5T as proof-of-concept, in a small number of slices with long acquisition times. 22 The current work combines these techniques to demonstrate an implementation of SENSE-accelerated HiSS MRI at 3T that allows for full bilateral coverage, with concurrently higher speed and spatial resolution, and shorter run times than earlier unilateral imaging. There are several technical differences between prior 21, 22 and current work. In our current work, whole-breast coverage imaging at 3T is achieved with shorter echo spacing and shorter gradient echo trains that reduce SNR in the spectral domain, as well as spectral resolution. These effects, coupled with stronger local gradients at 3T, called for improvements to the postprocessing algorithm to preserve robustness and eliminate artifacts. Additional changes to a prior algorithm addressed postprocessing artifacts related to the transition to axial imaging. Further, in this implementation SENSE reconstruction is integrated into the scanner image reconstruction process via a software patch. The purpose of this work was to demonstrate clinically feasible, SENSE-accelerated bilateral HiSS acquisition at 3T, with comparison to clinical images.
Materials and Methods

Patient Recruitment
This study was conducted under a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant protocol approved by the University Institutional Review Board, and all subjects provided informed consent. Twenty-nine subjects (13 healthy volunteers and high-risk screening patients, seven patients with suspicious findings, and nine cancer patients) who either volunteered to undergo a noncontrast breast MRI scan, or were scheduled for a clinical breast MRI scan as part of routine care, were recruited from the University Cancer Risk Clinic and the Breast Imaging Service. slice thickness 3 mm, 23 echoes, spectral resolution/bandwidth 23.9/ 548.6 Hz, 50 to 60 slices depending on breast volume, SENSE acceleration factor 3 in the left/right direction, acquisition time 6.5-7.5 min), prior to the DCE-MRI series. The frequency encoding direction was set to anterior-posterior, so that higher SENSE acceleration factors can be achieved without using saturation bands to limit the anterior-posterior FOV. SENSE-accelerated HiSS imaging is not commercially available, and it was implemented via a software patch.
To calculate reduction in voxel size, the 1.9 mm 3 size presented here was compared to 4.7 mm 3 voxel size published in an earlier work. 21 The acquisition time in the earlier work was as high as 14 minutes for a single large breast, and is compared to the current 6.5 minutes for our new bilateral acquisition of breasts of any size.
Image Processing
Data processing was fully automated, using in-house software written in Interactive Data Language (IDL, Exelis-VIS, Boulder, CO) and performed offline, after the MRI exam was completed. Using IDL 8.1 on Windows 7 and a 12-core Intel Xeon CPU processor, the processing times were $2 hours per exam; however, faster programming languages and CPUs are already available.
In an index slice, typically the 14 th slice counting from the inferior edge of the covered volume, fat, and water resonances were identified using an algorithm described in prior studies. 8, 19 In short, the voxel with the highest signal in the central part of the breasts was selected as a seed voxel, and the spectral frequency of the highest peak (not yet identified as fat or water) in this voxel was recorded. A region-growing algorithm selecting preferentially for voxels with high signal was applied iteratively. In each iteration, the frequency of the highest peak in each newly grown voxel was compared to that in the neighboring voxels within the previous iteration's region. As long as the offset was small ($1-2 spectral bins), the new voxel was considered to be of the same species (fat or water) as the seed voxel. For the first voxel in which this offset was larger (close to the water-fat spectral separation), the peak was assigned to be of the species different from the seed voxel. Based on the offset sign (positive or negative), the seed voxel was identified as water or fat, and the iterative region growing continued until all voxels were identified as either fat or water voxels. Due to the higher local B 0 gradients at the edges of the breast at 3T, the peak frequency offset arising from B 0 drift sometimes exceeded the preset cutoff value, resulting in fat-water swapping artifacts. Thus, in our current work the offset cutoff value and the size of the neighborhood to which the new voxel is referenced were optimized so that such artifacts were eliminated. This algorithm was repeated in all slices superior to the index slice.
In the slices inferior to the index slice, axial imaging sometimes led to discontinuous cross-sections due to folding of the breast tissue in the breast coil. Spectral peaks could not be assigned consistently as either water or fat over discontinuous cross-sections, occasionally resulting in fat-water inversion in segments of the cross-section. This was not addressed in earlier work where sagittal imaging was used, or a small number of slices around the nipple level were acquired. Here, we extended the 2D peak assignment algorithm to a 3D implementation, to allow proper fat/water peak assignment even when breast folding was present. This was achieved by defining the reference neighborhood in the slice superior to the slice being processed. Thus, the information on spectral frequency of fat and water peaks was propagated in the inferior direction from slices with continuous cross-sections. The spectral SNR was measured as the ratio of average water peak height to average signal in the baseline portion of the spectrum, excluding the tails of the water and fat resonance, and was assessed within the imaged region of the parenchymal tissue in the central parts of the breasts.
After the fat and water peaks were identified in all slices, they were fit in each voxel with modulus Lorentzian functions plus constant baseline. The fat peak and a baseline were subtracted from the spectrum, revealing the "pure" water peak signal, thus yielding the water peak height and water peak integral maps (images) in each slice. The T 1 -weighted images were geometrically eroded to eliminate skin signal using a gradient-detection algorithm. Not more than 5 mm was removed from the breast outline, in order to prevent erosion of parenchymal/ductal tissue posterior to the nipple. Maximum intensity projection (MIP) axial images were constructed from HiSS water peak height and eroded DCE-MRI datasets.
Image Evaluation
In the first 21 consecutive subjects, including healthy volunteers and high-risk screening patients, fat suppression in the HiSS and the DCE-MRI images was assessed via the ratio of the average parenchymal signal to the average signal in the fat areas (parenchymal contrast ) in precontrast DCE-MRI images, where slice thickness was much smaller. The ROIs were separated into parenchyma and fat using fuzzy C-means segmentation, 25, 26 and the resulting fat and water ROIs were eroded by 2 voxels to eliminate partial volume effects. The parenchymal-to-fat signal ratio was averaged for all ROIs in a subject, and the resulting HiSS and DCE-MRI per-subject values were compared using the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test at the significance level of 0.05. Two experienced breast radiologists (H.A., D.S.) visually examined HiSS water peak height images, in one slice at the level of the nipple, to assess the artifact level on a 4-point ordinal scale (0-3: absent, minimal, interferes with diagnostic quality, and severe, respectively). Overall artifact level, as well as levels of SENSE, motion, and fat suppression banding artifacts were recorded. The scores were averaged over all subjects and both readers. Further, the readers examined HiSS images of the malignant index and incidental lesions, as determined from the clinical radiology reports on the MRI exam. The visibility of each cancerous lesion was recorded (binary yes/no), with a lesion being characterized as "visible" if both radiologist were able to identify it. The full HiSS datasets were not evaluated prospectively. Images included in Figures 1, 4 , and 5 were evaluated qualitatively by both radiologists, independently.
Results
With the axial 3T protocol and with parallel imaging, we were able to achieve improvement in speed and image resolution relative to earlier work. 21 We achieved bilateral, rather than unilateral coverage, with concurrent 2-fold reduction in imaging time and 2.5-fold decrease in voxel volume. The imaging voxel size was reduced from 1. ). SNR was high enough for application of the HiSS postprocessing algorithm, with typical values of up to 45:1 in the spectral frequency domain in the central area of the breast. Figure 1 shows precontrast HiSS water peak height (Fig. 1A) and precontrast fat-saturated T 1 -weighted (Fig.  1B) images of a representative slice through the breasts of a healthy volunteer. HiSS images demonstrate higher contrast of parenchyma relative to the suppressed fat signal background. The bottom row shows corresponding MIP images (Fig. 1C,D) . Residual skin signal artifacts are visible in T 1 -weighted images in the posterior left breast. Per subjective radiologist evaluation, parenchyma is more clearly depicted in the HiSS MIP image, as are multiple blood vessels. A fat suppression banding artifact, due to broad tails of the fat resonance, is visible in Fig. 1A , although at its maximum intensity it is below the level of suppressed fat signal in Fig. 1B , as can be evidenced from MIP images (Fig. 1C,D) .
The overall artifact level, averaged over all subjects and both readers, was 0.95 on a 0-3 ordinal scale, with no images scoring higher than "minimal." The fat suppression banding was most frequently present, averaging 0.71. The level of artifact due to cardiac, respiratory, or other motion was 0.45, and the level of SENSE artifact was 0.10.
Parenchymal contrast ratio was 3.9 6 0.6 in fatsuppressed T 1 -weighted images and 7.6 6 2.1 in water peak height images, yielding a 94% improvement in parenchymal conspicuity (P < 0.001). Parenchymal contrast ratio was consistently higher in HiSS images for all patients (Fig. 2) .
In addition to characterizing the water resonance, HiSS MRI also provides information on the fat resonance. Figure 3 shows water peak height (Fig. 3A) and fat peak height (Fig. 3B ) HiSS images through a single slice positioned at the level of the nipples, for a 39-year-old screening subject positive for BRCA1 mutation. Water (Fig.  3C) and fat (Fig. 3D) integral images are also shown. Figure 4 shows water peak height (Fig. 4A ) and fat peak height (Fig. 4B ) HiSS images through an indeterminate left lymph node of a 32-year-old woman with newly diagnosed ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) in the left breast (not shown in this slice). Precontrast T 1 -weighted image (Fig. 4C ) of the same slice is shown for comparison, and HiSS images show superior SNR and morphologic detail in the axilla. Upon biopsy, the lymph node was deemed to not be malignant.
In Fig. 5 , the second-minute postcontrast DCE-MRI (Fig. 5A,B) and the corresponding subtraction (Fig. 5C,D) images are shown, depicting an invasive lesion (IDC, grade 1 with tubular features) in a 39-year-old female patient. The corresponding HiSS water peak height image is also shown (Fig. 5E,F) , demonstrating improved internal contrast within the lesion. One of two readers also observed more sharply delineated lesion boundaries on the HiSS image.
Out of 13 biopsy-confirmed cancerous lesions (11 masses and 2 nonmass lesions), which were identified in 10 patients by a breast radiologist, 10 were visible on the HiSS water peak height images. Three cancerous lesions, found in two patients, were not visible on the HiSS MRI. All three were small mass lesions found within a large area of abnormal enhancement where other lesions were visible on HiSS MRI. They included an ovoid enhancing mass measuring 0.5 3 0.7 3 1.1 cm and a 4-mm focus just medial to this mass in one patient, and an 8 3 4 3 4 mm focus of abnormal enhancement with washout kinetics in the other patient.
FIGURE 2: Parenchymal contrast ratio in slices close to nipple level was consistently higher in HiSS images (7.6 6 2.1) than in T 1 -weighted fat-suppressed images (3.9 6 0.6), with the difference being statistically significant (P < 0.001). FIGURE 3: HiSS water peak height (A) and fat peak height (B) images of a central slice through the breasts of a 39-year-old healthy BRCA1 carrier are shown, as well as HiSS water (C) and fat (D) peak integral images.
Discussion
We were able to achieve acceleration of the HiSS sequence through implementation of SENSE acceleration, transitioning to higher field, and optimizing and improving algorithms for image postprocessing. We achieved an $4-fold reduction in imaging time for bilateral coverage, with a concurrent 2.5-fold decrease in voxel volume 21 while maintaining adequate SNR for postprocessing in the spectral domain. Several changes to the water/fat peak assignment algorithm were necessary in order to deal with larger B 0 gradients at 3T and with possible folds in inferior parts of the breast resulting in discontinuous tissue cross-sections. The contrast between parenchymal tissue and suppressed fat achieved in HiSS water peak height images is superior, by a factor of $2, to that achieved in standard clinical T 1 -weighted images. In addition, skin signal is inherently suppressed on HiSS MRI, likely due to high B 0 gradients. This might allow for easier comparison of MRI with 2D mammography to guide development of quantitative measures of breast density or parenchymal structure. In addition, HiSS MRI's sensitivity to partial volume effects is beneficial for breast density measurements. The voxels with small amounts of fibroglandular tissue may be the most sensitive to loss of parenchyma with age or with preventative therapies, while quantification of this loss may guide individual risk management.
In addition to water-bearing tissue (parenchyma, lesions, blood vessels) images, HiSS MRI provides information on the fat resonance, which can facilitate evaluation of lymph node status, as well as distinguish intramammary lymph nodes from breast lesions. Fat resonance peak height, width, and integral can be mapped, and their distribution throughout the breast and/or around lesions may be of interest in future research. With current imaging times, HiSS MRI can also be used for quantitative fat imaging, e.g., in the liver, although this was not the subject of this study. At higher spectral resolution, lipid composition can also be quantified, in millimeter-sized voxels.
Another advantage of HiSS MRI is its strong T Ã 2 weighting relative to other common fat/water separation sequences, which increases sensitivity to breast lesions. Limited volume noncontrast HiSS imaging, showing high internal lesion definition and well-visualized margins, has already demonstrated the ability to discriminate benign from malignant lesions. 6, 7, 11, 12 In the current limited sample, 76% of cancerous lesions were visible on HiSS MRI, which is lower than 94-100% for mass lesions reported in earlier studies with HiSS. 7, 8 It is possible that this difference is a statistical fluctuation due to the small sample size. However, it is also possible that the reduced T Ã 2 contrast associated with the shorter echo trains necessary for faster imaging leads to reduced sensitivity. As HiSS MRI is currently not SNRlimited, longer echo trains and stronger T Ã 2 contrast can be recovered without extending the acquisition time by partial Fourier imaging, compressed sensing, or other more advanced methods of selective sampling of the k-space, which will be explored in the future. If increasing T Ã 2 contrast improves diagnostic performance, then, with some modifications and likely in combination with DWI, the bilateral HiSS protocol demonstrated here can be an option for noncontrast MRI breast cancer screening protocols.
There are some limitations to this work, relating to the technical implementation of fast whole-breast HiSS MRI. The shorter echo trains necessary for full bilateral imaging give rise to fat suppression artifacts (banding). These artifacts can be remedied by using k-space undersampling to achieve longer echo trains without increasing imaging time, or by enhanced modeling as well as phasing of the fat peak. It is FIGURE 4: HiSS water peak height (A) and fat peak height (B) images through an indeterminate left axillary lymph node (arrowhead) of a 32-year-old with newly diagnosed DCIS (not shown in this slice) are shown. Precontrast T 1 -weighted image (C) is shown for comparison. Upon biopsy, the lymph node was deemed to not be malignant.
important to notice, however, that parenchymal conspicuity in HiSS water peak height images is visually and quantitatively better than in conventional T 1 -weighted images, even when the banding artifact is present. The processing times of $2 hours per study are not practical within a clinical workflow. Thus, translation of our algorithm to a faster programming language and/or architecture, to significantly reduce processing times, is necessary. Finally, the lower spectral resolution used here does not allow for water resonance shape analysis. However, improved sampling schemes or implementation of compressed sensing would allow longer echo trains and higher frequency resolution, and thus improved lesion characterization based on water resonance line shape analysis. 11, 12 There are additional limitations relating to testing the utility of HiSS MRI as a clinical tool. HiSS water peak height images were only compared to fat-saturated T 1 -weighted DCE-MRI. In the context of breast density measurement, the comparison should also be made to fatsuppressed T 2 -weighted MRI. This sequence was not available in the current protocol, due to time limitations. In order to evaluate the performance of a potential noncontrast screening MRI protocol, DWIs of the breast should also be included. Further, the current cases only include lesions that are visible on conventional radiographic imaging, which can bias the population. Very few malignant lesions were evaluated, and external validation on a larger dataset is necessary. Finally, no inferences can be made regarding sensitivity to nonmass lesions, as only two were evaluated.
In conclusion, we demonstrate full bilateral breast coverage, SENSE-accelerated HiSS MRI at 3T that preserves the main advantages of HiSS imaging, while running in clinically reasonable times. Excellent fat suppression is demonstrated, while fat images are also available. Sensitivity to cancerous lesions may be further improved through advanced k-space sampling techniques for improved T Ã 2 contrast. Together with sensitivity to small amounts of water signal, these features make HiSS MRI a potentially useful tool for breast density measurement or contrast-free breast cancer screening, which would benefit a large population.
